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Abstract 

 

This thesis examines the evolution from theoretical construct to practice implementation 

of the Edmonton Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Ecosystem, with specific concentration on the 

alignment of the transition from theory into practice within a change management model and 

social innovation process. Because an entrepreneurship ecosystem focuses on generating a 

solution to an opportunity or problem and getting people engaged in generating that solution, an 

action research approach was used for the research, which included focus groups, consultations 

and collaborations and an extensive literature review. 

Self-realization by decision makers, who do not necessarily stay long in positions of 

decision-making, is one of the major impediments to sustainability of the entrepreneurship 

ecosystem. Success is thus determined not only by the initial change agents and processes 

employed to affect successful change, but also by the monitoring and recalibration of changes 

that are necessary to survive, maintain position and achieve fast-paced, successful and 

sustainable growth. 

KEYWORDS: entrepreneurship ecosystem, change management, social innovation, economic 

diversification, business growth, business scale up 

SUBJECT: Entrepreneurship 
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Background and Introduction 
 

Northern Alberta is heavily dependent on the oil and gas industry for its economic 

prosperity. Although, in the short term, the level of economic prosperity is high by world 

standards (OECD, 2012 data), the heavy reliance on a single-source industry is fraught with 

long-term uncertainty. Alberta’s economic past, over the last 40 years, has 

seen several economic booms and busts. A broader economic base is necessary to mitigate the 

risk of overreliance on a single-source industry; in effect, risk mitigation strategies could promote 

successful economic diversification. To grow stronger with time, Northern Alberta will need       

to strengthen and grow its current and new businesses within the oil and gas sector and other 

sectors of the economy such as manufacturing and agriculture. There is growing evidence that  

too much dependence on natural resources tends to slow down economic growth. Gylfason  

(2004) states that “nations that depend heavily on their natural resources tend to have (a) less 

trade and foreign investment, (b) more corruption, (c) less equality, (d) less political liberty, (e) 

less education, (f) less domestic investment, and (g) less financial depth than other nations” (p.3). 

The establishment of an entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem that has, as its intended 

outcome, the positive promotion of business growth and economic diversification is one way of 

attempting to grow current and new business and to diversify Northern Alberta’s economy. 

Since 1973, Edmonton has had no more than 26 large companies (“large” is defined as 

companies that have revenues of $25 million or more, or employ 300 or more employees), 

implying relative stability within the area when there are no external interventions. My 

hypothesis is that with the intervention of an entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem in 
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Edmonton and area, there should be a noticeable increase in large-sized companies by 2018 that 

would be directly attributable to the ecosystem. 

This thesis examines the evolution from theoretical construct to practice implementation 

of the Edmonton Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Ecosystem. It also examines the extent to 

which an interdisciplinary change management model and social innovation process have 

contributed to the successful transition from theoretical construct to practice model and how 

social innovation is a key part of that strategy. 

Business growth and economic diversification should lead to sustainable development so 

that new development “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” (Wills-Johnson, 2010, p. 909). Based on initial research, I 

believe an ecosystem has the possibility of being one of the surest interventions we can 

implement to grow business and diversify the economy to ensure that coming generations have a 

more sustainable future. 

Research Question 
 

For this thesis, I explore the following question: “Can a successful entrepreneurship and 

enterprise ecosystem be built and replicated using change management and social innovation 

approaches and strategies?” 

Limitations of Study 
 

Although the research attained its goals, there are limitations to the study. First, the time 

span from the inception of this research to the present is not long enough to determine whether 

business growth and economic diversification within the Edmonton region has had measureable 

improvement. Also, this research was conducted utilizing a small sampling of the population. To 
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gain a better understanding, I would have benefited from involving a higher proportion of 

participants within the Edmonton region. Finally, there is no commonly accepted definition of 

what constitutes a small business; therefore, the participants’ responses in the focus groups have 

been distorted by their own definitions of what is a small business. 

Methodology 
 

In 2011, the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce commissioned a Task Force on Business 

Growth and Economic Diversification. The mandate of the task force was to determine the best 

possible strategies both to grow the success of the private sector in the Edmonton region as well 

as to promote the diversification of the economy of that region. 

From 2011 to 2013, the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce task force consulted, 

interviewed, and collaborated with a number of provincial, national, and international experts in 

the fields of business growth and economic diversification. 

A group of business experts in the Edmonton region conducted extensive research about 

best practices associated with successful business growth and economic diversification. Based on 

these discussions, the Edmonton Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Ecosystem (4E) was founded. 

Because an entrepreneurship ecosystem focuses on generating a solution to an 

opportunity or problem and getting people engaged in generating that solution, I used an action 

research approach in this study. Part of this research involved eight focus groups held in 

November 2012. As well, I consulted and collaborated with many individuals in the public, 

private, and non-profit sectors. The focus has been not only on the entrepreneurs but also on all 

stakeholders involved in the system in which entrepreneurs operate. I did an in-depth literature 

review in an effort to capture new approaches and frameworks by leaders in these fields. 
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Focus Groups 
 

In 2012, Dr. Dan Isenberg, Founding Executive Director of the Babson Entrepreneurship 

Ecosystem Project in Babson College, Wellesley, Mass., hosted and led eight focus groups, 

approximately 90 individuals in total, made up of local business leaders, government officials 

from all three levels of government (municipal, provincial, and federal), organizations such as 

the Entrepreneurs’ Organization, and many entrepreneurs. I was an observer at all eight focus 

groups and drew on these observations throughout the research. 

The questions that were asked by Dr. Isenberg of all eight focus groups and their 

common answers were as follows: 

• Do you believe public leaders in the Edmonton region act as advocates of 

entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship? 

o The majority of the focus group participants felt that the Edmonton region did 

advocate for entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. 

• Do you believe that all three levels of government (Municipal, Provincial and   

Federal) create effective institutions directly associated with entrepreneurship, such as 

research institutes, overseas liaisons, and forums for public and private dialogue? 

o The majority of the responses were that government did not do enough to 

encourage entrepreneurship in the region. 

• Do you believe that all three levels of government (Municipal, Provincial and 

Federal) remove structural barriers to entrepreneurship, such as time-consuming 

bankruptcy legislation? 
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o Similar to the question before, the majority of participants felt there were too 

many barriers in place which inhibited entrepreneurship. 

• Do you believe that the culture within Edmonton tolerates risk taking and honorable 

failure when dealing with the entrepreneurial community? 

o The views of the focus groups were that when an entrepreneur sold his/her 

business or was unsuccessful in his/her entrepreneurial attempt that this was 

viewed as detrimental to the region. They also noted that even when there 

were entrepreneurial successes they were not celebrated in the Edmonton 

region. 

• Do you believe that the culture within Edmonton respects entrepreneurship as a 

worthy occupation and, if not, do you believe that the culture can be changed to 

support entrepreneurship? 

o The participants did feel that the culture in Edmonton could be changed to 

view entrepreneurship as a worthy occupation if the educational systems in 

place encouraged an entrepreneurial attitude within their students and 

modified the curriculum to reflect and encourage that attitude. 

• Do you believe that there are enough individuals in Edmonton who have experience 

in creating and growing organizations to act as mentors for companies that want to 

scale up? 

o The participants within the focus groups felt that Edmonton had individuals 

who would be more than willing to help mentor other entrepreneurs to scale 

up their companies. 
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• Do you believe that there are capital sources available to provide equity capital for 

companies at a pre-sales stage? 

o It was identified by many participants that there were many venture capital 

funds available for entrepreneurs, but they could be difficult to access. 

• Do you believe that there are capital sources available that add nonmonetary value, 

such as mentorship and contacts? 

o The lack of ability to contact and network with others within the region was 

identified as one of the main difficulties for entrepreneurs in the Edmonton 

region. 

• Do you think that Edmonton has nonprofits and industry associations that help 

investors and entrepreneurs network and learn from one another? 

o The participants were aware of a few nonprofits and industry associations, but 

they felt that there needed to be many more to attract and retain entrepreneurs 

in the area. 

• Do the educational institutions teach entrepreneurship to high school and 

postsecondary students and if so, is the education that they are receiving appropriate 

to help them become entrepreneurs? 

o As identified in an earlier question, the educational institutions in the 

Edmonton region do not teach entrepreneurship to high school and post 

secondary students at the current time. There are initiatives under way to start 

developing curriculum at the post secondary level to encourage students to 

become more entrepreneurial. 
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• Do you believe that the Edmonton area has sufficient public infrastructure in place to 

support transportation needs like roads, airports, railways and container shipping? 

o The participants felt that more public transportation infrastructure was needed 

in the Edmonton area, including the Edmonton International Airport becoming 

more of a hub for international travel with more direct flights to other major 

cities around the world. 

• Are you aware of any specific locations within the Edmonton region that have a 

concentration of high-potential and high-growth ventures? 

o The participants identified that there were high potential and high growth 

ventures in the oil and gas industry to the south of the Edmonton region. 

• Do you believe that a concerted effort in creating an entrepreneurship ecosystem 

within the Edmonton region would encourage more entrepreneurial activity, including 

entrepreneurs moving to Edmonton from other locations? 

o The majority of the focus group participants felt that if efforts from 

government, business and associations were focused on developing and 

supporting entrepreneurial activity, Edmonton would have a much better 

opportunity to grow and sustain its entrepreneurial culture and be able to 

support high growth ventures and big employing companies, more so than the 

region has been able to do to date. 

Survey 
 

Initially, a survey was to be completed and an ethics review was submitted for approval 

for the questionnaire which aimed to identify the readiness of change and ability to move toward 
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setting up an entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem within the City of Edmonton. 

Unfortunately, the response rate was too low to draw any observations to help determine the 

readiness and ability to change to an ecosystem model. 

Consultation and Collaboration 
 

I consulted one-on-one with many of the focus group participants, as well as with 

individuals identified by those participants as persons who should be included in the 

consultations. One of the greatest challenges became apparent through these discussions: the 

challenge of entrepreneurs to grow their business past a certain stage without support. A 

secondary challenge identified through the consultations was the ability for entrepreneurs to 

overcome some of the regulatory, bureaucratic, and cultural hurdles in the growth stage. 

As a result of the focus groups, consultations, and collaborations, a change model and 

social innovation framework was proposed for helping to establish an Edmonton 

Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Ecosystem. The hope is that this model can be replicated in 

other cities. 

The Change Management Model 
 

The design and development of an entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem is the 

evolution of both thought and action. Early in 2010, the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce 

established economic diversification as one of its key five strategic goals for the 2010/2011 

Chamber fiscal year. The business community of Edmonton realized that successful business 

growth would require a comprehensive strategy that would broaden and diversify the Edmonton, 

and consequently, the Alberta economy. 
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At that time there was no evidence that an entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem was 

the way to move forward. What did exist were strong relationships amongst a variety of agencies 

and organizations that could contribute knowledge and skills related to the fields of analytics, 

business strategy, social innovation, corporate level strategy, and entrepreneurship. 

The Edmonton Chamber of Commerce commissioned a broad-based Task Force on 

Business Growth and Economic Diversification. I am part of the leadership team of the task 

force. We utilized a combination of a number of change management models in determining the 

right model for moving towards an entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem (see Appendix 1). 

Determining the Urgency of the Need for Change 

John Kotter (1996) states that the number one error in change is “allowing too much 

complacency” (p. 4). He notes that “by far the biggest mistake people make when trying to 

change organizations is to plunge ahead without establishing a high enough sense of urgency in 

fellow managers and employees” (p.4). 

In researching the urgency of the need for change in Edmonton and region, I found that 

from 1985 to 2008, manufacturing increased by more than 20% as a percentage of GDP; 

construction grew from 6.7% to 8.3%, and business and commercial services grew from 5.5% to 

8.5%. Reliance on energy actually declined from 36.1% in 1985 to 30.8%. However, total  

exports were less than a quarter of total GDP. According to the Government of Alberta, in 2009 

of the export total of $69.1 billion, less than $25 billion was derived from exports other than 

crude oil and gas/gas liquids (see Appendices 2 and 3). 

Unlike in the past, there are some external factors that are affecting the urgency and the 

readiness for change. Increasingly, disruptive innovation, which “describes a process by which a 
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product or service takes root initially in simple applications at the bottom of a market and then 

relentlessly moves up market, eventually displacing established competitors” (Christensen, 

2013), is changing entire industries in very short periods of time. The information technology 

and newspaper industries represent but two of many examples. 

A report prepared by Pricewaterhouse Coopers for the Ministry of Alberta Finance and 

Enterprise in May 2009 entitled “Alberta Industry Sector Performance and Prospects” speaks 

clearly to the current economic successes but also to the future economic and environmental 

challenges. The report suggests that the best way to improve labour productivity is through 

innovation, which may occur in a number of ways including education and training, research and 

development (R&D), or by acquiring technologies in newly purchased machinery and equipment 

(M&E). Currently, Alberta businesses rank last in Canada on spending on R&D and sit well 

below the national average, although Alberta’s M&E investment remains the highest in Canada 

due to the province’s oil and gas industry (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009). 

The report also notes that “Alberta’s economic growth has had significant impact on the 

environment. Due to the strong presence of the energy sector and the province’s reliance on coal- 

fired electricity generation, Alberta now leads the country in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions” 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009, p. 16).  Potentially, a range of opportunities in environmental 

technology will exist as Alberta looks for a way to lower its GHG emissions. 

Recently, Alberta has also been diversifying its non-energy export base; the U.S. share of 

non-energy exports fell from 73% in 2000 to 63% in 2008. High energy prices, on the other 

hand, “have led to a record number of oil and gas shipments to the U.S., keeping the U.S. share 
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of total exports at around 85% - 89% over the 2000–2008 period” (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 

2009, p.16). 

Some of the strengths identified in the “Alberta Industry Sector Performance and 

Prospects” report are: 

• Alberta’s oil sands contain the world’s second largest reserves of crude oil after Saudi 

Arabia. These reserves are proven and can be recovered with today’s technologies. In 

addition, the province has proven unconventional natural gas reserves of coal-bed 

methane, shale, and tight gas. 

• Alberta has a very favourable investment climate. Unlike many other petroleum- 

producing jurisdictions, oil and gas companies in Alberta operate in a certain and 

stable environment and face little political risk. 

• Oil and gas companies have access to one of the world’s most extensive networks of 

pipelines. These pipelines may help attract northern gas to Alberta, which would 

increase the supply of natural gas and natural gas liquids. 

• Alberta’s oil and gas sector is highly innovative, employing the latest extraction and 

procession technologies and equipment. Industry works closely with government, 

through organizations like Alberta Energy Research Institute (AERI), to advance 

energy technology (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009, p. 28). 

Some of the weaknesses identified in the report are: 
 

• Alberta’s oil and gas sector is very dependent on the U.S. market, subjecting the 

sector to a high degree of market risk. U.S.-imposed restrictions on the importation of 
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Alberta’s energy resources in response to environmental concerns would have a 

major impact on the sector. 

• Conventional oil and natural gas production is on a downward trend. The industry is 

becoming highly dependent on Alberta’s non-conventional resources of bitumen and 

coal-bed methane, which are generally more costly to extract with today’s 

technologies. 

• The oil sands are highly reliant on natural gas for both mining and, especially, in situ 

operations. Operating costs are therefore highly sensitive to the price of natural gas. 

Moreover, natural gas production is declining, raising the need to find alternate 

methods of producing heat, such as the gasification of bitumen. 

• Large amounts of water are required to create the steam for steam-assisted gravity 

drainage methods of extraction (SAGD). Ongoing development of the oil sands will 

continue to drain water resources from the North Saskatchewan and Athabasca rivers 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009, p.29). 

(The overall export picture for Alberta, as of 2008, is presented in Appendix 4.) 
 

In summary, there have been some successes in the economic diversification of the 

Alberta economy. However, the successes, both in terms of percentages and in terms of gross 

exports, are very modest. 

The Alberta economy remains highly tied to the fortunes of the oil and gas industry. The 

challenge ahead is to grow the Alberta economy on the basis of the existing strengths, including 

oil from conventional and non-conventional sources and natural gas, while at the same time 

correctly identifying and then innovatively diversifying to new and emergent industries. No 
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province in Canada is better situated to undertake such a challenge than Alberta and, specifically, 

Northern Alberta. 

One of the most influential works on the structure and content of this paper is a report 

commissioned by the National Minister of Industry in Canada and prepared by a Blue Ribbon 

Panel called “Innovation and Business Strategy: Why Canada Falls Short.” The report suggests 

that innovation is an overarching construct for competitiveness and, thereby, economic 

diversification that needs proactive public policies, and it makes several recommendations: 

• Encourage investment in advanced M&E, in general, and in information and 

communication technology (ICT), in particular. Such incentives should be designed 

only in light of a more thorough understanding of the reasons for the relatively slow 

adoption of ICT in Canada to date; 

• Sharpen the incentive for innovation-oriented business strategies by increasing 

exposure to competition and by promoting a stronger export orientation on the part of 

Canadian firms, particularly in goods and services that are downstream in the value 

chain and thus close to end-users; 

• Improve the climate for new ventures so as to better translate opportunities arising 

from Canada’s university research excellence into viable Canadian-based growth 

businesses, bearing in mind that better early-stage financing and experienced 

mentorship hold the key; and 

• Support areas of particular Canadian strength and opportunity through focused, 

sector-oriented strategies, such as was done in the past in, for example, in the 
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automotive, aerospace, and ICT industries (Council of Canadian Academies, 2009, 

p.11-12). 

Paul Krugman (1990), the winner of the 2008 Nobel Prize in economics puts it this way: 

“Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long run it is almost everything. A country’s ability to 

improve its standard of living over time depends almost entirely on its ability to raise output per 

worker” (p. 9). 

Innovation — which is, directly or indirectly, the principal engine of productivity growth 
 

— is the most important and fundamental source of economic progress and prosperity. 
 

European Innovation Scoreboard. The European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) is a 

comparative assessment of the innovation performance of EU members which includes 

innovation indicators and trend analyses for Canada (among 37 countries). The EIS uses five 

dimensions to capture the innovation process, as follows: 

• “Innovation drivers” measures the structural conditions required for innovation 

potential. 

• “Knowledge creation” measures the investments in R&D activities. 
 

• “Innovation and entrepreneurship” measures the efforts toward innovation at the firm 

level. 

• “Applications” measures the performance expressed in terms of labour and business 

activities and their value added in innovative sectors. 

• “Intellectual property” measures the achieved results in terms of successful know- 

how. (Council of Canadian Academies, 2009, p. 77). 
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The EIS Summary Innovation Index (SII) totals national innovation performance to a 

single number, but in some cases, including the Canadian example, the number is based on a more 

limited set of sub-indicators. Therefore, Canada’s 17th place ranking is difficult to compare    

with the ranking of the EU countries (Council of Canadian Academies, 2009). The countries that 

are ranked on all five dimensions and identified as the best performers are Sweden, Switzerland, 

Finland, Israel, Denmark, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States. 

Stimulating innovation: Insights from a decade of OECD research. In 2007, the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) launched concerted work on 

innovation strategy for presentation to its ministerial council in 2010. The “OECD Work on 

Innovation – A Stocktaking of Existing Work,” released in February 2009 by S. Box, provides a 

broad overview of OECD research over the past decade on good policy practices for innovation. 

Policy conditions that generally create a favourable environment for innovation include: 

• Macroeconomic stability, openness to trade and investment, and deep financial 

systems (Box, 2009). 

• Competitive markets and regulation that is proportionate and appropriate; flatter, 

lower and more predictable taxes; labour markets that allow mobility and adjustment; 

and assistance for workers to retrain and allow firms to undertake organizational 

change (Box, 2009). 

OECD research supports the following general propositions of relevance for policies to 

foster innovation: 

• Young firms can benefit from access to secondary “high risk” capital markets, as well 

as deep financial markets (Box, 2009). 
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• Intellectual property rights require a balance between rewarding risk-takers and 

diffusing new knowledge (Box, 2009). 

• Management training needs to be supported (Box, 2009). 
 

• The role of government in clusters is mainly as a catalyst and broker for strengthening 

their formation (Box, 2009). 

The following areas are noted by Box as in particular need of further investigation: 
 

• More research is needed to appropriately measure human capital as an input to 

innovation. Especially important is a better understanding of “soft skills” such as 

teamwork (Box, 2009). 

• Tax subsidies are increasingly used (relative to direct grants) to support firms. More 

evaluation is needed to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of this support 

since it is unclear whether the social benefits outweigh the costs (Box, 2009). 

• . More work is needed to better understand the linkages and policy responses to 

support innovation through procurement, since innovation is closely linked to demand 

from users, and government, as a large-scale purchaser, can promote innovation by 

being a demanding buyer (Box, 2009). 

• Evaluation is sparse in many areas of innovation policy and much more work is 

needed to assess the return on government investment in the innovation activities of 

firms (Box, 2009). 

• Understanding service sector innovation and capturing international innovation 

activity measurements will likely yield benefits (Box, 2009). 
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• “Indicator and related econometric research must move forward from innovation 

inputs and activities to include the outputs and impacts” (Box, 2009, p. 42). 

• “A marked improvement in the policy relevance of innovation research is required in 

order to create a science of science policy” (Box, 2009, p. 42). 

My research identified ten ingredients for economic diversification success which were 

presented to the Edmonton Task Force on Business Growth and Economic Diversification (see 

Appendix 5). The ten ingredients are as follows: 

• Innovation in business strategy. 
 

• Federal, provincial, and local government – public policy (investment, taxation, the 

environment, and innovation in the formation of public policy). 

• Inculcation of innovation as a culture and core competency. 
 

• The importance of research and development – university-based research and 

research in practice experts, for example, technology transfer. 

• Communication and engagement expertise – creating and building public will through 

informed citizenship. 

• Economic diversification – strategic selection of emergent industry sectors based on 

returns and risks 

• Large pools of investment capital and highly skilled entrepreneurship 
 

• Strong professional practice management skills built on the basis of a strong, 

knowledge-based economy and society 

• Concentration of industry leaders in pre-determined, targeted, emergent industries 
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• Most important of all – concentration of business, organizational, government, 

community, and academic leaders in the Edmonton region that join together to lead 

the conceptualization, incubation, development, and sustained growth of an emerging 

industry that will very positively impact the region, the province, and the country. 

When measuring success, we need to consider: 
 

• Long-term economic sustainability 
 

• Increased value-added employment throughout the region 
 

• Strong and positive impact on small and medium-sized businesses that support the 

growth caused by the development and sustainability of a major new industry cluster 

• Social capital and social responsibility as a significant decision factor in all major 

economic, environmental, and societal impacts. 

• High support and brand reputational scores from the global community for both the 

outputs of the emerging industry sector as well as the level of innovation 

demonstrated by the Northern Alberta region, specifically, and Canada, in general. 

• A model for emergent industry incubation and development that is highly globally 

competitive, through innovation and economic diversification that is sustainable over 

the long term. 

By late 2010, Edmonton was recognizing a strong urgency for change from the traditional 

reliance on the oil and gas and energy sectors, which accounted for more than 73% of the total 

economy of the Province of Alberta, and the need to examine other strategies that would help 

mitigate risk against the boom and bust economy of Alberta. The urgency for change was further 

exacerbated by the overreliance on one principal customer for oil and gas and related energy 
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products, that being the United States of America. More than 87% of all liquid energy and 

bitumen exported from Alberta was to the United States in 2009–2010 (See Appendices 6 and 7). 

By early 2011, some measure of general consensus was being achieved within the 

business community in the Edmonton region around targets for successfully diversifying the 

economy. 

Appraising the Readiness for Change 
 

Traditionally, in the Province of Alberta, as in the rest of Canada, major strategic change 

initiatives are government-led. In the case of the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce and, in fact, 

the Alberta Chambers of Commerce, the chamber provides commentary on policy, initiates 

policy ideas, and engages in policy advocacy. The impetus for change, however, resides in the 

hands of government, primarily at the local and provincial levels. 

To measure the success of economic diversification as a provincial strategy within the 

Province of Alberta is simple enough. Within the context of the last 50 years, the most successful 

attempt to diversify the Alberta economy was made by the Peter Lougheed government in the 

early 1970s. Since that time, there has been a steady and increasing reliance on the energy sector 

to drive business growth and economic prosperity in Alberta; the period of the National Energy 

Policy had a significant and severe negative impact on the Alberta economy in the early 1990s. 

The economic diversification of the Alberta economy is exceedingly challenging. Radical 

change, which may negatively impact re-election prospects, is generally not in the interest of the 

government in power. The dominance of the oil and gas sector in Alberta creates a climate where 

concentration on strategies other than oil and gas as the engines of economic growth represents, 
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in the eyes of many, a distraction at best and a lack of focus at worst, on the factors that truly 

drive economic prosperity in Alberta. 

Government, at the provincial level, in Alberta is not a likely driver of the social 

innovation necessary to lead significant economic diversification. In a provincial budget of more 

than $41 billion in 2013, less than one-tenth of one per cent would be deemed to be true research 

and development that could lead to real economic diversification. 

In much the same way, but for different reasons, local governments in Alberta are 

unlikely to be the agents of change. In the case of local governments, there has been a great deal 

of devolution of responsibility from the provincial government without the attendant resources 

necessary to affect significant and sustainable change that would lead to successful economic 

diversification. In short, local governments have few resources to significantly promote 

successful and sustainable economic diversification projects and initiatives. 

In Alberta, a significant amount of resources is invested in economic development. There 

are more than 300 separate economic development operations and organizations in the province, 

including one that is localized in the City of Edmonton. However, these economic development 

initiatives are highly fragmented. As one example, in the capital region of Edmonton, there are 24 

communities within the region, each with its own economic development agency. Coming 

together on some form of consensus for a large-scale economic diversification initiative is highly 

unlikely, as evidenced by the history of the capital region — no concentrated or consolidated 

economic development initiatives have occurred that resulted in successful economic 

diversification. 
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In the case of the private sector, there are four industries in particular that dominate the 

landscape: energy, financial services, commodities, and construction. The remaining industry 

sectors are highly fragmented and lack the size, scope, and economies of scale to be significant 

players within the economy and, consequently, they are not strong political voices. 

Unfortunately, all industries in the regional economy are dwarfed by the public sector 

organizations. 

There are individuals within the industries identified above who can be, and are, important 

voices that contribute to the readiness for change. One of the most important              

contributions these community leaders offer to readiness for change is their ability to bring like- 

minded others together for common and collective purpose. The Task Force for Economic 

Diversification of the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce is one example of a group of leaders 

from the private sector coming together to initiate a common understanding of collective purpose 

and then advocate for policy to affect change (See Appendix 8). 

There is a generalized understanding amongst these leaders of the importance of being 

able to diversify the Alberta economy from its reliance on the energy sector and its reliance on 

the United States as its primary customer. Strategies on how to effectively achieve economic 

diversification without negatively impacting sectors that are already well established and 

successful are as diverse as the concept of economic diversification itself. 

A common axiom heard in regard to the Alberta economy is “if it’s not broken, don’t fix 

it.” However, there is a growing voice that says the Alberta economy is only one disruptive 

innovation away from significant challenge. In reality, disruptive innovation is not only an 

Alberta problem; it is a Canadian problem. Depending on how “have” provinces are measured, 
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Alberta is but one of two provinces in Canada (Saskatchewan being the other) that are defined 

under the equalization formula as being “have” provinces. In the case of the Province of Alberta, 

almost one-third of its total revenues are net negative transfers out of the province to the federal 

treasury for redistribution in the form of equalization payments to other provinces. A significant 

downturn in the Alberta economy will also have significant impact throughout the rest of the 

country. 

Arguably, at least in terms of the Government of Alberta’s impact as a block of power, the 

provincial government has the capacity to play a major role in leading economic diversification 

efforts in the province. However, politically, it is not in the best interest of                    

government leaders to take risks associated with the reallocating of funds from popular programs 

to invest in uncertain economic diversification initiatives. Reallocating money from the energy 

sector into other areas with unproven economic track records certainly will not be politically 

advantageous. In essence, one of the most significant decision-makers, in terms of the need for 

change, is not politically positioned to affect change. 

Whereas the public sector has limited interests in investing significant sums to affect the 

kind of change necessary for successful and sustainable economic diversification, the “invisible 

hand” (Smith, 2009, p. 319) of commerce is finding some new niches within the entrepreneurial 

landscape. There are some short-term wins to be gained by government investing in small and 

medium-size entrepreneurial ventures that have some potential to appreciably diversify the 

economy. However and historically, at least within the City of Edmonton, these initiatives have 

produced negligible results in converting small and medium-size enterprises into companies that 

employ many people. In fact, since 1970, Edmonton has consistently had only between 20 and 
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30 locally-founded and successful large employing companies (defined as having 300 or more 

full-time equivalent employees). 

Overall, the reality in Alberta is that if successful economic diversification of the 

economy is to be achieved, the key driver and leader for economic diversification success is the 

Government of Alberta. However, the Government of Alberta is unlikely to be the agent of 

change due to several factors: 

• There is not, as of yet, an overwhelming electoral mood to support higher taxation or 

for taking chances with the economy in such a way as to promote the research and 

development necessary to affect economic diversification. 

• The leadership of the provincial government is mindful that its position in public 

opinion is tenuous. 

• The risks to rewards, for the senior leadership of the Government of Alberta, is 

decidedly more on the risk side when it comes to taking chances with specific 

allocations targeted for economic diversification, research, and development 

activities. 

• There is also not an effective block of party contributors outside energy that can sway 

priorities of elected officials. The financial impact of energy lobbying is estimated to 

be about $100 million. 

• The track record within the Government of Alberta for major change initiatives that 

are successful is mixed. Alberta is not seen as a leader within the context of social 

innovation as noted by members of the Ash Institute for Social Innovation at Harvard 

Kennedy School, Harvard University. For example, major change efforts in the field 
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of health care have gone from highly centralized to highly decentralized and back 

again within the span of 10 years, with limited, targeted achievement and significant 

cost realities. 

• There is a lack of common and collective understanding of what constitutes 

successful economic diversification in areas outside of the capital region. 

• Regardless of jurisdiction, there are always conflicts of personality for a host of 

reasons. One of the primary ways of overcoming conflicts of personality is to have a 

commonly accepted and commonly understood urgency for change. 

The Degree of Readiness for Change 
 

Top management among the key decision-makers in Edmonton realizes there is a need to 

change in order to be able to achieve economic diversification in business growth. Within the 

context of an ecosystem, there is a loosely built coalition. The leadership model is not well 

defined. Some of the would-be leaders have positional authority. Others have resource authority. 

And other leaders bring thought leadership to the endeavour. 

Force Field Analysis 
 

The experience of building an entrepreneurial ecosystem revealed that the major point of 

disconnect is not ideological, but rather is based on power, influence, and authority. As the 

ecosystem begins to attract interest and build traction, those who have been on the periphery, but 

hold political power, decide it is in their best interests to become involved. The result is a 

growing divide that occurs on the basis of interest: a smaller but highly influential group which 

tends to be more interested in who earns the credit and gains the benefits versus a larger but less 

influential group that has a more altruistic perspective in the design and development of the 
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overall ecosystem. In short, a major hurdle to overcome is the variance of voice of broad interest 

versus the voice of self-interest. 

The key change agent must be able to accurately identify individual motives and to 

structure political strategy accordingly. The change agent strategy I employed was to meet with 

each individual with a role to play within the ecosystem, identify primary motivation and then to 

build enough of a political base of support to mitigate against the interests of the few. 

Under what conditions would the naysayers become supporters? Understanding the 

true motivations for members of the ecosystem was essential to being able to build a viable 

ecosystem. There were instances in which having some members of the ecosystem remain in 

areas of direct influence was not viable. Redirecting their interests and efforts into other 

endeavours became much more effective. Proxies for their influence and resource base were 

identified and then added to the ecosystem in a seamless and integrated fashion. 

There were additional factors in determining the degree of readiness for change: 
 

• Peer pressure. Evidence indicated that as one leader within a peer group was 

identified, others were interested in joining the coalition. If the perception is one of 

success, more people want to belong. 

• Timing. The factor of timing was underestimated. As economic conditions in Alberta 

deteriorated due to a variety of factors — including flood costs, being able to extract 

and then transport bitumen out of the province, cost overruns on projects, 

overgenerous wage settlements and other factors — the need for a strong strategy for 

economic diversification increased. At the same time, the ability to resource the 
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implementation of a strategy to achieve effective economic diversification was 

decreased. 

• Lack of understanding and awareness. The very concept of entrepreneurship and 

enterprise ecosystems is not self-evident. Working together, within a broad and 

overarching strategy that includes international expertise able to achieve preferred 

outcomes, people take a significant amount of time to understand the scales of 

increase associated with the power and impact of various agencies and communities. 

Working within a coalition is a significantly different form of leadership into action 

and much more complex. Change also takes a great deal more time, but when all the 

elements of the ecosystem are in place, change occurs, or at least can occur, much 

more quickly and with a much higher degree of sustainability. 

• Personality conflicts. In the construction of the overall ecosystem, evidence indicated 

that having like-minded others as part of the coalition was essential to success, but 

philosophical differences were welcomed. In fact, philosophical differences are 

encouraged if they are based on evidence. What is not encouraged and becomes the 

most destructive element to the success of the ecosystem is blatant self-interest on the 

part of one or more individuals. Once such self-interest prevails, the very life of the 

ecosystem itself is in jeopardy and it becomes essential that those who seek to serve 

only themselves be encouraged to find preferred futures that are outside of the 

ecosystem. The encouragement must be done in such a way as to not antagonize those 

that leave, but rather encourage them to bring their talents and capabilities to fruition 

far away from the ecosystem. 
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• Change history. One of the most difficult obstacles to overcome is the lack of a 

successful history of change within large-scale enterprises, such as the design and 

development and ultimate operation of a highly effective entrepreneurial and 

enterprise ecosystem. In the case of Edmonton, Alberta, there is a strong history of 

individual leadership or strong leadership by one entity that could comprise a wide- 

ranging, multifaceted enterprise ecosystem. The question then becomes why we need 

to have an ecosystem when we have achieved great success, especially from the 

vantage point of the provincial government, by simply decreeing that something 

happen, resourcing that something to happen, and then making something happen. In 

that successful models of ecosystems in the realm of entrepreneurship, at least, are 

business-led rather than government-led, the history of successful change almost 

becomes a pre-emptive condition preventing the change from occurring at all. 

• Within the context of an ecosystem, the ability to affect change becomes the central 

question of success. Not only is a target group required to embrace a change 

philosophy but also a real-life situation in which the only pathway to success is 

through a shared and participatory leadership model. Ultimately, the primary 

measurement of entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem success will be in the 

ability of the target group to affect the needed change. 

• The power of the ecosystem itself, as an entity, to affect the change. The ultimate 

power of the ecosystem is embedded in its attractiveness and its effectiveness in 

promoting better solutions that are able to be accessed quickly and that result in less 

cost and less risk. The only way such solutions can be achieved is through direct 
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experience and evidence from those companies and organizations that are actually a 

part of a functioning ecosystem. As success stories grow and overall net return 

increases, the power of the ecosystem to affect change correspondingly increases in 

direct proportion. 

Adoption of the New Behaviours 
 

The adoption of new behaviours requires that those who need to change see success in 

small, incremental, and not necessarily sequential steps. One success begets another success. The 

strategies and subsequent actions and operational level activities to support the success of the 

strategies must be analyzed and then incrementally improved. As part of the knowledge 

management structure and system within the overall ecosystem, the strategies that form parts of 

the incremental steps are recorded and then used as examples that can be redeployed in other 

circumstances. A very important lesson learned in this research is that no two situations are the 

same, and new behavior does not result from simply recording a knowledge management protocol 

for an action and then redeploying that action to different circumstances. The ability to see      

new losses that require subtle and perceptive management adjustments is essential and a       

factor of ecosystem leadership that is only acquired through wisdom and experience. 

First Steps in the Action Plan for Change 
 

Emphasis must be placed on how important it is to create awareness of the need for 

change. In the case of Edmonton, the need for economic diversification that also promotes 

business growth is substantial. Overall, in the Alberta economy, 87% of the $95 billion in foreign 

trade goes to the United States. Of all products exported outside of Alberta and outside of  

Canada, 73% of the product exported is in the oil and gas industry. That is a substantial 
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overreliance on both one market and one product. Alberta has experienced the pain and suffering 

associated with overreliance on single markets and single products. 

For many years, the Province of Alberta has talked about economic diversification, but 

not since the early days of the Lougheed administration has the Government of Alberta designed 

concrete plans, strategies, and actions to promote successful economic diversification. One such 

plan designed to work in conjunction with the entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem is the 

announcement in 2013 by the Minister of Enterprise and Advanced Education, Thomas 

Lukaszuk, of an Alberta Research Institute. 

Another important part of the initial first steps in the action plan for change is obtaining 

the commitment of those involved to stay throughout the process, both through the exciting parts 

of the change process that advantage people, including those who are participating, as well as the 

challenging parts that discourage and stress participants. Within the context of an ecosystem 

where membership is by invitation, but also realizing that participants are volunteers, identifying 

those individuals who are prepared to struggle through the valleys of change as well as celebrate 

the peaks of success is not only challenging, but fragile. 

Determining the Level of Education and Development Necessary to Implement the Change 
 

Within the context of an ecosystem which, as discussed above, is made up of volunteers, 

leadership within an ecosystem has had to be very sensitive to the question of what personal 

development is necessary in establishing and sustaining a high-impact ecosystem. Of even more 

delicacy is then suggesting, in the most positive manner possible and with the most adroit 

positioning, ways of becoming more knowledgeable and capable in overall ecosystem 

development, evolution, and functionality. 
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One of the components of the ecosystem itself is access to expertise in ecosystem 

structure and sustainability. In the case of the Edmonton Entrepreneurship and Enterprise 

Ecosystem, that level of expertise, at a world-class level, is resident in people such as Dan 

Isenberg of the Babson Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Project (see Appendix 9). Access to 

expertise, however, does require resources. The acquisition of resources is one element of 

providing educational and learning experience to members of the ecosystem. The more difficult 

challenge is in someone having the authority to make decisions as to who should receive priority 

in accessing educational opportunities and then the subsequent resourcing necessary to achieve 

that effect. That kind of learning opportunity can cost several thousands of dollars per person. 

Characteristics of the Change Agent 
 

The single most important consideration in creating the vision and, ultimately, being able 

to put into action a highly effective, efficient, and seen-to-be-relevant Edmonton 

Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Ecosystem are the characteristics of the central change agent or 

agents. Through the experience of working with the 4E, several essential characteristics in 

change agents became highly evident. These include: 

• Degree of formal power 
 

• Self-motivation and the ability to motivate others 
 

• Communication skills, including written communication, individual communication, 

small group communication and large audience communication 

• Level of established expertise, not only in the area being examined by the ecosystem, 

which in the case of Edmonton is scale-up entrepreneurship, but also credibility as a 

leader 
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• An unerring sense of timing 
 

• A strong inner sense of sensitivity toward the motivations and feelings of others 
 

• Strong and established analytical skills and overall leadership capability 
 

Key change agent responsibilities. Through the trial and error of establishing the 

Edmonton ecosystem and the subsequent development and evolution of it as an entity of impact, 

a growing awareness occurred as to the key responsibilities of the central change agent: 

• Act as a catalyst and be able to overcome inertia 
 

• Be a solution provider with a strong sense of timing and with a great sense of 

sensitivity 

• Be able to tie the overall ecosystem initiative and effort into the real needs and 

interests of others 

• Be a process helper who is able to affect clear and coherent project plans 
 

• Be skilled in working through complex group dynamics 
 

• Be a resource linker skilled in both interpersonal skills and in technical skills 
 

• Be able to broker power, including being able to get resources and then use resources, 

not only to achieve ends but to act as a motivation for others attracted to leaders who 

are able to acquire resources 

Top management support. An entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem, in that it is 

made up of volunteers, is not accountable to any one entity, manager, or overseer. However, for 

the ecosystem’s existence to be sustainable and ultimately successful, it has to be able to 

engender the trust and the support of all of the key stakeholders, which in the case of Edmonton 

includes the Government of Alberta, the City of Edmonton, key educators, community leaders, 
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links to external experts, significant resource providers and sponsors, and the support of groups 

that, although they may not be of direct significant value to the overall success of the ecosystem, 

can be roadblocks to ultimate ecosystem success. 

Overcoming Resistance to Change 
 

One of the most successful strategies within the context of the 4E to overcome resistance 

to change was the successful demonstration that current practice was not leading to the preferred 

outcomes. The demonstration included the use of evidence-based research, knowledge-informed 

practice, competitive intelligence, benchmarking, and other techniques to highlight why the 

change was not only desirable but, literally, essential. 

An overall ecosystem is very large and very broad. The ecosystem requires a steering 

committee that is highly representative of the constituents and stakeholders but is not so large as 

to make the ecosystem unmanageable and ungovernable. Determining who should represent and 

constitute a steering committee is one of the most important considerations in overcoming 

resistance to change. Each member of the steering committee has to be aligned completely with 

the goals and interests of the ecosystem. Those entertaining self-interest cannot be a part of the 

ecosystem, especially at the steering committee level. 

At times, feelings-centric meetings become more important than traditional business 

meetings. The feelings-centric meetings are intended to build understanding and to develop 

bonds of trust in which the different constituents who require different communication 

approaches and strategies to overcome anxiety and potential resistance will feel enabled to 

express their concerns in a safe environment. Each individual requires and deserves a 

personalized approach and touch. Judging incorrectly what the preferred and successful 
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communication approach should be, on an individual-by-individual basis, will result in both 

challenges and, ultimately, overall ecosystem failure. 

Another area of skill and expertise required by the central change agent or agents is the 

ability to effectively negotiate to achieve both short-term and longer-term change targets. 

Negotiation is one of the most evolved of all of the leadership skills necessary for the change 

agent. Often the power of the change agent is leveraged power rather than resource influence 

such as money. The skill to be able to leverage relationships, in particular, is essential in the 

absence of significant positional and resource authority. Finding change agents with this level of 

sophistication is one of the pre-emptive conditions to forming and sustaining a highly effective 

entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem. 

One factor we do not have to deal with in Edmonton, within the resistance to change 

model in the ecosystem, is identifying support activities, including access to professional services, 

which are needed to help those who had a low resistance for change. By the very nature of        

the ecosystem itself being volunteer, if individuals are not able to show a tolerance for change, it 

is a matter of carefully and with great sensitivity suggesting to them that the stress of involvement 

in an ecosystem is not in their long-term best interest. They need to seek other opportunities      

for community engagement and contribution. 

Re-conceptualizing the Social Innovation Approach 
 

The commonly held assumption in Alberta is that successful economic diversification 

must be achieved through government-led, public sector leadership. Successful diversification 

would take, literally, what would be tantamount to a revolution in thought and subsequent action. 
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To shift the paradigm, rather than being public sector-led with the support of the private 

sector, what if the ecosystem became a private sector-led and public sector-enabled strategy for 

successful economic diversification? In fact, in conversation with colleagues at Harvard 

University, Babson College, Northwestern University, Stanford University and a range of other 

institutions and organizations, the Edmonton task force learned that successful business growth 

and the resultant economic diversification that resulted from significant, entrepreneurship-led 

business growth was derived when highly capable scale-up entrepreneurs designed, developed, 

and brought to market products and/or services that were in significant demand within the 

market. 

In the private sector-led model, the role of government is to enable the best circumstances 

and situations possible, while maintaining the public interest within the context of the overall 

social good, to encourage successful scale-up entrepreneurship. 

Entrepreneurs are invaluable within a region because they are able to envision needs and 

wants and find successful ways, within the context of the market, to fulfill those needs and 

wants. They are also able to initiate or assume business opportunities and grow businesses to a 

level of high economic impact. The greatest level of economic development occurs around a 

concentration of highly successful entrepreneurs and that has been the case throughout history. 

Entrepreneurship, as a direction, is in alignment with the provincial direction and 

supported by the recent mandate (June 2012) put forward by Alberta Premier Alison Redford in 

the area of education and entrepreneurship. She stated that education and entrepreneurship “are 

the cornerstones of a dynamic economy, which Albertans build through knowledge, adaptability, 

and an entrepreneurial spirit.” Redford noted that the province needs to “increase business 
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startups and the commercialization of technology.” To further the premier’s mandate, we need to 

create an entrepreneurial capacity within the Edmonton region so we are able to have as many 

entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs (those who work within organizations entrepreneurially) as 

possible. 

A large number of highly successful entrepreneurs create stronger opportunities for others 

by association and by adjacent market opportunities through support services and secondary 

industries. Successful entrepreneurs not only become major employers, but they create a    

number of spinoffs, which lead to aggregation of interest. That is how market clusters form, not 

by creating an artificial market and hoping people come to the party who are, in fact, real 

entrepreneurs. (The “real entrepreneurs” will generally go to other regions where they have the 

ability to grow as they need to grow.) 

There is a very clear delineation between being an entrepreneur and being a business 

owner who is not interested and/or able to grow his or her business. Entrepreneurs exemplify 

strong leadership attributes and become strong influencers in a community for social and quality 

of life change. Creating the right environment for entrepreneurship (an ecosystem) lowers risks 

and increases opportunity in a region, thereby attracting entrepreneurs from elsewhere and 

making entrepreneurship both a career and a profession of choice. Entrepreneurship within the 

context of Edmonton and Alberta should be seen increasingly as an emerging profession in its 

own right. 

The principal finding of the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce Task Force on Economic 

Diversification in the Province of Alberta was that economic diversification was not in itself a 

strategy, but rather an outcome of a set of strategies. The general conclusion of task force 
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members was that the most important and overarching of these strategies was to “scale-up 

entrepreneurship.” 

In its research and through consultations with a number of experts in the field of business 

growth and economic diversification, the task force heard consistent reference to a growing 

awareness of the previously underestimated and understated impact of scale-up entrepreneurship 

to drive business and economic growth and prosperity. For the purposes of this paper, “scale-up 

entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem” are defined as developing entrepreneurial capacity in 

delineated localities by bringing together the policies, structures, programs, and climate that  

foster big employing company (BEC) entrepreneurship (companies employing more than 300 

full-time-equivalent employees). 

In its extensive national and international consultation and research, including reviewing 

reports by organizations such as the World Bank, the Global Economic Forum within the World 

Economic Forum, the OECD and articles in the Harvard Business Review, among a number of 

other sources, the task force kept hearing the name of a global intellectual and practice leader in 

the field of scale-up entrepreneurship, Dr. Dan Isenberg of Babson College. I was most fortunate 

to have the opportunity to meet with Dr. Isenberg in early 2012 to determine if he would be 

willing, as part of his work in leading a number of scale-up entrepreneurship ecosystems around 

the world, to come to Edmonton. 

In November 2012, hosted by the Alberta Enterprise Group, the Edmonton Chamber of 

Commerce, the City of Edmonton, the Government of Alberta and the University of Alberta, Dr. 

Isenberg facilitated a series of roundtables with 90 business and public sector leaders in 

Edmonton to determine the strategic approach that would best enable the Edmonton region to 
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become a scale-up entrepreneurship centre. At present, the ecosystem work continues, in 

consultations with the primary and secondary stakeholder communities about strategies and 

resourcing. 

Like the Government of Alberta and its role as a major change agent to promote 

successful and sustainable economic diversification, the Government of Canada began to express 

interest, through conversation with elected officials, around the work that was occurring in 

Edmonton through the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce Task Force on Economic 

Diversification. Canada’s relative economic standing within the G-8 and the G-20 is quite strong. 

However, Canada’s relative economic strength is positioned in three major industry           

clusters: specifically, energy, financial services, and commodities. Much of that economic 

strength is located in the Province of Alberta. 

In early 2013, individuals involved in part of the work in Edmonton became aware of 

national initiatives around the world in which coalitions and ecosystems are being formed with 

the intention of enabling scale-up entrepreneurs to lead business and economic growth and 

prosperity. As an example, the European Union has created the government-led European 

Institute of Innovation and Technology with headquarters in Budapest, Hungary. The institute’s 

mission is based on the statement below: 

Innovation is the key to growth, competitiveness and social well- 

being in the 21st century. The capacity of a society to innovate is 

crucial in an ever more knowledge-intensive economy. The European 

Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) aims to enhance 

Europe’s ability to innovate, which translates into adapting quickly to 
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the fast pace of development, being one step ahead in providing 

solutions to rapidly emerging societal problems and developing 

products that meet the demands and desires of consumers. 

Europe is facing a significant innovation challenge, where despite 

an excellent research base, dynamic companies and creative talent, 

good ideas are too rarely turned into new products or services. Europe 

needs a real change of mind-set towards the promotion of a more 

innovative and entrepreneurial culture (European Institute of 

Innovation and Technology website, 2013). 

Consequently, in consultation with a variety of private and public sector leaders in 

Canada, the group that assembled in Edmonton for Dr. Isenberg’s sessions realized that in 

addition to fostering a regional scale up entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem, it is essential 

to bring together a coalition of private- and public-sector leaders in Canada with the express 

purpose of formulating a private sector-led and public sector-enabled entrepreneurship and 

enterprise ecosystem. The ecosystem should have many of the same goals as the European 

Institute of Innovation and Technology, but as a private sector-led initiative, rather than a 

government-led initiative, most of the resources would be generated through private sector 

investment that left as small a footprint as possible for administrative overheads. These 

consultations are now leading to the creation of the Canadian Entrepreneurship and Enterprise 

Ecosystem (C3E). In this way, the C3E would serve as a national anchor for the creation of big 

employing companies (BECs) in Canada and would help actualize regional/provincial efforts 

across the country over time. 
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As a result of meetings conducted in 2013 with private and public sector leaders in 

Canada and with international experts in the field of scale-up entrepreneurship, a formal proposal 

was put forward that a C3E be established. The C3E will be manifested through a meeting of 

interested C3E constituents who will form the C3E Steering Committee. Specific details on 

Government of Canada elected official participation and private sector leadership will be made 

available to C3E constituents. 

Foundational and central to a nation’s economic growth and prosperity is its capacity and 

success in the creation of BECs. China, India, Brazil, Israel, and Denmark, among a growing 

number of others, are moving in the direction of creating entrepreneurship ecosystems that 

develop and support BECs.  As do world leaders in any field — sports, the arts, science and 

technology, engineering, health care — the entrepreneurial ecosystem requires a coordinated 

national strategy and effort. The formation of the C3E is just such an effort and strategy. The 

consequences of failing to act and succeed are tantamount to forfeiting our economic future to 

one in which Canadians are largely employed in our country by companies owned from outside 

Canada. National support for entrepreneurial ecosystems can realize “great companies [that] 

raise a country up and make it a superpower” (Jianlin, 2013, p. 117). 

Not universally, but generally, the public sector has enthusiastically embraced the 

misconception that startups and small business are the foundation of the economy. Not true. 

Startups and small business are important to the economy, but big business is the overwhelming 

driver of economic growth and national prosperity. Some countries are actively implementing 

the strategy of enabling the creation and success of large companies to build international 

influence and power. Canada is not yet one of them. 
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In embracing the idea that small business is the foundation of the economy, measures that 

have little to do with economic growth and prosperity are used in making that determination. For 

example, growth in the number of small enterprises is often cited as a positive measure of 

economic growth when, in fact, it may be opposite. Measures such as the growth in GDP and 

NDP, employment, exports, R&D private sector spending, average real wages, and global 

competitiveness, among other measures, provide a much clearer picture of the impact of 

enterprises of varying sizes on the overall economy (See Appendix 10). 

To truly gain an understanding of the impact of small business on the economy and for 

the purpose of this research, small business needs to be defined. As a result, based on all the 

research I have accumulated (see Appendix 11), I have identified six different sizes of business: 

• Microenterprises – 1 to 4 employees 
 

• Small business – 5 to 19 employees 
 

• Medium business – 20 to 49 employees 
 

• Large business – 50 to 299 employees 
 

• Very large business – 300 to 999 employees (BECs fall into this category as well as 

the next category) 

• Largest business – 1000+ employees 
 

The same holds true for more qualitative measurement of social impacts. The smaller the 

enterprise, the greater the risks to workers employed within those enterprises, for example, in job 

security, benefits, pension plans, career advancement, job portability, and other factors. 

A Reassessment of the Urgency and Readiness for Change 
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Spurred on partly by the ability of the European Union to find commonality of interest 

that has resulted in almost €2 billion in initial investment in the European Institute of Innovation 

and Technology, the Government of Canada is embracing the role of enabling a private sector- led 

entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem that accomplishes more for considerably less 

investment. The Government of Canada also recognizes that it has a unique ability to bring both 

public and private sector parties together to move toward a collective purpose: in this case, 

helping to expand and diversify the Canadian economy through innovation, scale-up 

entrepreneurship, and other critical ingredients for success. The design, development, and 

implementation of a new strategy within Canada is an economic action plan policy framework  

for economic growth and national prosperity which is creating a broad awareness for the need for 

change and getting a commitment for change. 

With regard to full-scale, scale-up entrepreneurship and enterprise deployment in a 

major urban region, the metric from Dan Isenberg and the Babson Entrepreneurship Ecosystem 

Project is that for every 100,000 population, at least one new BEC will be created within five 

years. The number of Canadians employed in BECs will increase by 10% or more by 2018 and 

there will be a measurable increase in the contribution to Canada’s balance of trade position by 

BECs that are a part of this program by the year 2018, if not before. 

The Final Phase – Stabilization 
 

The Edmonton Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Ecosystem is just beginning to enter the 

phase of stabilization of new behaviours that transition from government led endeavours to the 

preferred future of private sector led scale-up entrepreneurship in the Edmonton region. 
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Based on all that has been learned to this point, the stabilization process will require an 

understanding on an individual-by-individual basis, of what the payoffs are that are necessary to 

affect and sustain the change overall. For example, in economic diversification there is need for 

the input of significant levels of resources to successfully diversify the Alberta economy. 

Identifying the motivating factors for each of the key players to recognize the payoff for that 

investment and affect new behaviours is a continuous and ongoing requirement. Changes will 

need to be introduced in increments for stabilization to occur. Success will be company-by- 

company, organization-by-organization, and agent-by-agent. Small incremental wins and 

successes become the building blocks for larger wins and successes. 

Conclusion 
 

Self-realization by decision makers, who, at least in the case of government, often 

change, will be one of the major impediments to sustainability of the entrepreneurship 

ecosystem. The recognition of the viability of such ecosystems needs to be ingrained into the 

structure and context of the overall framework for decision-making in the Province of Alberta as 

it relates to resource management and resource change, especially when it comes to taking 

advantage of research that not only informs practice but influences practice. The 4E is now seen 

as a companion to the new Alberta Research Institute; a member of the organizing panel for the 

new Alberta Research Institute also sits on the steering committee of the 4E. 

Although the entrepreneurship ecosystem is outside the existing political framework and 

structure of power, the ecosystem is slowly being integrated within the overall fabric of strategy 

and decision-making. Part of the success of the 4E will result from related projects that occur 

across the country and stimulate a sense of competition. Ironically, an ecosystem built on strong 
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local and regional collaboration does need the incentive of success of like-minded initiatives in 

other parts of the country, which challenge its early, first-adopter advantage. The role of fear — 

healthy fear, that is — has a rightful place within the context of any change initiative. As 

controversial a conclusion as that is to put in a thesis, fear does not necessarily imply being 

destructive. The right kind of fear is a motivational factor in being able to achieve the right 

things when used in balance. Some individuals are more motivated by the fear of failure than 

they are by the experience of success. 

To answer the question posed by this thesis as to whether or not a successful 

entrepreneurship and enterprise ecosystem can be built and replicated using change management 

and social innovation approaches and strategies, the answer ultimately will be determined not 

only by the initial change agents and processes employed to affect successful change, but also by 

the constant monitoring and recalibration of change that are necessary to be able not only to 

achieve survival, but also to maintain position and ultimately achieve fast-paced, successful and 

sustainable growth. More than a hypothesis, it is my conclusion. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1: 
 

Strategic Change Management Process* 
 

1. Determining the Urgency for the Need for Change 
1.1. Is there a pre-emptive problem that must be dealt with first? 

1.1.1. What are the cost-benefit factors if no change is made? 
1.1.2. Determine the degree of awareness for the need for change. 
1.1.3. Assessment of the target groups capacity to address the change. 

 
2. Appraising the Readiness for Change 

2.1. As a result of the change, what will the new behaviours look like? 
2.1.1. What is the ideal state? What are the necessary goals to support the ideal state? 
2.1.2. Goals: (Systems) – Budgeting, Rewarding, Planning, Training, Other 

 
3. Degree of Readiness for Change 

3.1. What is the degree of readiness for change? (Situation Analysis) (Appraising the target groups’ readiness 
for change.) 

3.1.1. Where does top management sit on the need for change? 
3.1.2. Who is with us and who is against us? Why? 
3.1.3. Under what conditions will they be supporters? 
3.1.4. What are the positive and negative internal factors affecting change? 
3.1.5. What are the positive and negative external factors affecting change? 
3.1.6. Assess: Peer pressure, timing, loss of job status, profitability, lack of training, lack of understanding, 

personality conflicts, change history in the organization, compatibility of the management style, does 
the target group have the ability to perform new behaviours, is there a crisis in visibility (top 
management visibility), and what is the group’s power to effect change? 

3.2. What are the results of the “force field analysis”? 
 

4. Adoption of the New Behaviours 
4.1. Ensure that the action plan is consistent with the analysis. 
4.2. Accurately identify the target group (the person or group whose behaviour we are attempting to change). 
4.3. Create awareness for the need for change. 
4.4. Get commitment to the change. 
4.5. What is the level of training and development necessary to implement the change? 

4.5.1. Can the people benefit from training? Will that be necessary to effect change? 
4.5.2. Should the people be replaced? 

 
5. Designating a Capable Change Agent 

5.1. What is the level of competence of the “key” change agent? 
5.1.1. Analytical skills and ability? 
5.1.2. Formal power? 
5.1.3. Motivation? 
5.1.4. Communication skills? 
5.1.5. Credibility? 
5.1.6. Sense of timing? 
5.1.7. Sensitivity to others? 

5.2. Key change agent responsibilities: 
5.2.1. Act as a catalyst – overcome inertia; highlight dissatisfactions 
5.2.2. Solution provider – timing; tie in with the needs of others 
5.2.3. Process helper – planning; group dynamics 
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5.2.4. Resource linker – skills, including interpersonal and technical skills; power and money 
 

6. Develop Top Management Support 
6.1. Demonstrate that present behaviour is costly. Use action research, competitive intelligence, benchmarking 

and other techniques to highlight why change is needed. 
 

7. Resistance to Change 
7.1. The analysis of the “readiness for change” in section 3 identified the key points that would result in the 

resistance to the change. How will these points of resistance be overcome? 
7.2. Who should be involved in the planning for change? 
7.3. Should “feelings meetings” be conducted to help build trust? 
7.4. What level of communication is necessary to overcome resistance? 
7.5. Is the proper approach being taken in dealing with people? 
7.6. Where are the points of negotiation going to be to achieve short-term and long-term change agents? 
7.7. What kinds of support activities are needed to help those who have a low tolerance for change? 
7.8. What kinds of professional services are available for those who are overwhelmed by too many changes, 

some of which may be personal? 
 

8. Stabilizing the New Behaviour 
8.1. Assess the “pay-offs” necessary, by individual, to affect the change (i.e., what will motivate the key players 

to affect the new behaviours? Match the expected pay-offs with the actual pay-offs.). 
8.2. Is the change being introduced in stages? 
8.3. Is the new behaviour congruent with the existing structure system and power groups? 
8.4. Are the benefits of the change being shared with others? 
8.5. Is there ongoing overall and target group involvement in monitoring results relating to the change? 
8.6. Ensure that the change will allow the organization to achieve its goals (survival, maintain position, growth). 

 
 

*This process has been created from the actual method that has been used to work towards developing an 
entrepreneurship ecosystem. 
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Organizations met with/when for qualitative study 

Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Framework (Dan’s model) 

Hauser Center for Nonprofit Organizations at Harvard University – Harvard Kennedy School 
 
 
 
Social Innovation Framework 

 

 
 

 
Note. From “Alberta’s International Exports by Industry a 10-Year Review,” by Government of 
 Alberta, 2012, p. 2. Copyright 2012 by Government of Alberta. Reprinted with permission. 
 

http://www.albertacanada.com/files/albertacanada/SP-EH_AIME-10-year-review.pdf 
 

http://www.albertacanada.com/files/albertacanada/SP-EH_AIME-10-year-review.pdf
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Alberta’s Exports by Industry in 2008 ($CDN, Millions) 
 

 
 
(Source: 2008 International Trade Review) 
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Appendix 6 

 

 
 

 
 

Note. From “Alberta’s International Exports by Industry a 10-Year Review,” by Government of 
 Alberta, 2012, p. 2. Copyright 2012 by Government of Alberta. Reprinted with permission. 
 
http://www.albertacanada.com/files/albertacanada/SP-EH_AIME-10-year-review.pdf 
 

http://www.albertacanada.com/files/albertacanada/SP-EH_AIME-10-year-review.pdf
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Qualitative Assessment of the Readiness for Change by Constituency 
 

Change constituency Ability to 
impact on 
change 

Readiness to 
impact on 
change 

   
The Government of Alberta Medium Low 
The City of Edmonton Low High 
The Government of Canada Low Medium 
The overall private sector in the Edmonton capital region High Medium 
The 24 municipal governments that make up the greater 
capital region 

Medium Very low 

The Edmonton Chamber of Commerce and other private 
sector organizations 

Medium High 

Post-secondary institutions, NGOs and related Medium Low 
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Note. From “Domains of the Entrepreneurship Ecosystem,” by D. Isenberg, 2014. Copyright 2009, 
 2010, 2011 by Dan Isenberg. Reprinted with permission.
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SELECTED ECONOMIC AND SOCIETAL IMPACTS SMALL ENTERPRISES AS MEASURED 
AGAINST MEDIUM/LARGE ENTERPRISES 

COMPARISON CHART 
 

Category Explanation Small 
Enterprises 

Medium / 
Large 

Enterprises 

Number of 
Companies 
(Alberta) 

2012 Statistics Canada data (Canadian Business Patterns) 151,005 (96%) 6,880 (4%) 

Number of 62% of small enterprises have 4 employees or less. 573,498 1,303,369 

Employees (30.5%) (69.5%) 

Wages (average / Wages for employees of medium/large enterprises is more than 20% $917.63 Medium = 

week) higher than for small businesses. $1,038.38 

Large = 
$1,179.40 

Exports (Canada Assumption – Almost all small enterprises are less than $30M in $93M (2007) $413,655B 

data) annualized revenues. (2007) 

Business-sector The data represents all of Canada. Important to note that Statistics $469,518M Medium = 

nominal gross 
domestic product 
(GDP) for small, 
medium-sized, and 

Canada defines a small enterprise as up to 49 employees. In the 
Province of Alberta, 62% of enterprises have 4 or fewer employees. The 
implication is that the actual GDP for the vast majority of enterprises in 
Alberta is a much smaller percentage of the contribution to the Province 
of Alberta GDP. Factor in government incentive programs for startups 

$133,040M 
 

Large = 
$554,192M 

large businesses, 
Canada, 2008 

and small business, with failure rates, then Net Domestic Product (NDP) 
contribution, from small business is considerably less than what the GDP 
figure for small business suggests. 

Philanthropy Although definitive information is not available medium and large 
enterprises have much greater capacity for philanthropic contributions 
that promote societal needs and interests. 

  
√ 

Research & 
Development 

Sources: Statistics Canada, CANSIM, table 358-0001 and Catalogue no. 
88-221-X 

 
http://www.researchinfosource.com/media/Top%20100%20LR-2012.pdf 

Negligible 13,674M out of 
 

30,048M All of 
Canada 

Employee 
safeguards 

Company pension plans, benefit plans, business lifecycle of the 
company, job portability, expanded experiences. 

 
√ 

http://www.researchinfosource.com/media/Top%20100%20LR-2012.pdf
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Category Explanation Small 

Enterprises 
Medium / 

Large 
Enterprises 

Impact on 
Competitiveness 

Canada's economic competitiveness is almost solely determined by the 
strength and vitality of its medium to large enterprises. The gross 
number of small enterprises has marginal impact on national 
competitiveness. 

  
√ 

Career 
Advancement 

Medium and large companies provide for much greater employee 
opportunity for career advancement 

 
√ 

Scale Up 
Entrepreneurship & 
Spin-offs 

Story of Silicon Valley, among other ecosystems, is that the greatest 
opportunities for scale up success exist with midcareer professionals 
who have gained significant industry experience, have established 
networks, have an above average level of financial security and have 
access to expertise that leads to spinoffs that scale. 

  
 

√ 

Taxes Further information is required – the hypothesis is that small enterprise 
tax contribution is less than 10% of the total tax contribution paid by 
medium and large sized enterprises. 

  
√ 

Public Sector 
Support in the 
Form of Grants, 
incentives, 
information and 
resources 

In the Province of Alberta and in Canada overall, there are a significant 
number of government support programs available to stimulate Start Up 
Entrepreneurship. In almost all cases, these Start Ups will be small 
enterprises. This stimulus to the creation of Start Ups may represent a 
negative contribution to the overall economy based on the survival rates 
of Start Ups. This is a direct contradiction to the wide held belief that 
small enterprise is the backbone of the economy. 

 
 
 

√ 

 

Estimated Survival 
Curve by Enterprise 
Size 

62% of enterprises in the Province of Alberta have been 1 and 4 
employees. Based on the information in Appendix 5, the estimated 
survival rate (based on the 2002 longitudinal study) is 44%. Enterprises 
which are able to Scale Up quickly have a significantly higher survival 
rate – 66%. The survival rate differential between small versus medium 

and large enterprises is 50%. 

44% survival 
rate 

66% survival 
rate 

Societal and Social 
Impacts 

Employees in small enterprises receive lower wages, have less 
opportunity for career advancement, have less job security and overall 
face uncertain job prospects as compared to employees in medium and 
large-sized enterprises. 

  
√ 

 

MICRO ENTERPRISES (1- 4 Employees) / SMALL (5 – 19 Employees) / MEDIUM (20 – 49 Employees) / LARGE (50 – 299 Employees) / VERY LARGE 
(300 – 999 Employees) / LARGEST (1000+ Employees) 

 
BIG EMPLOYING COMPANIES (BECs) = 300 + Employees 
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Alberta 
 

 
 

Canada 
 

 
 

http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/pick-choisir?lang=eng&p2=33&id=2810042 

http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/pick-choisir?lang=eng&amp;p2=33&amp;id=2810042
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http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11f0027m/2012082/t037-eng.htm 
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